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OLBERG
SILJE
Graphic Designer

CONTACT
Address
9 Union streeet, Swindon
Wiltshire, SN1 3LD

ABOUT ME

PROJECTS

EXPERIENCE CONTINUED

I am a junior graphic designer with an assortment of industry
experience gained through internships and freelancing in graphic
design and in the televison industry. My key competencies are
- Print and digital design; Adobe programs; TV & film production.

Norwegian toll customs

Los&co Norway.
Internship. Spring 2016

Phone
07519202101
Mail
silje@siljeolberg.no
Website
www.siljeolberg.no

PROGRAM SKILLS

EXPERIENCE
Graphic designer at Northmedia
Freelance. Autumn 2016
I helped a private business deliver projects for various clients by
designing logos, layouts and more. Through this position I gained
more exposure to Adobe After Effects for making motion graphics, which I later used in several film projects.
Graphic designer
Freelance. 2011-2017

•

Photoshop

•

Indesign

•

Illustrator

Camera assistant.
Freelance. 2011- 2016

•

Microsoft Office

•

Elementary knowledge in Sketch

•

Elementary knowledge in
After Effects

As a camera assistant I worked with 2 of Norway´s largest TV
stations assisting the filming of Norwegian TV shows and sporting
events. Norwegian TV shows included Artist gallaen and 4 stjerners middag (Come Dine with Me) and the movie Burning.

As a freelancer, I’ve worked with various clients to help them deliver
their project design briefs – you can see examples on my webpage.

Los&co Norway.
Internship. Spring 2016
Los&co is Norway’s leading marketing agency. At this internship I worked with banners, and editing posts for Facebook and
Instagram. I also worked on several pitches that include editing
pictures, working with illustrations, infographics and PowerPoints.
I also produced a lot of graphic elements and posters.

Rebecca Urquhart and I collaborated
on a project from Norwegian Toll
customs through our internship at
Geelmuyden Kiese. Norwegian Toll
customs were launching a new app
– I designed all the illustrations and
contributed to designing the brochure
and marketing information on advertising displays for airports in Norway.
Drama- og teaterpedagogene
I collaborated with Drama- og teaterpedagogene, it is a special interest
group, working politically to promote
drama and theater arts in schools.
I worked with them to develop their
design specification and produce a
layout for a report.

Los&co is Norway’s leading marketing agency. At this internship I worked with banners, and editing posts for Facebook and
Instagram. I also worked on several pitches that include editing
pictures, working with illustrations, infographics and PowerPoints.
I also produced a lot of graphic elements and posters.
Tidal music Norway
Internship. Spring 2016
Working in-house at Tidal, I designed for album launches and
campaigns by editing pictures; designing banners and graphic
elements for their social media pages, web magazine and online
streaming platform.
Geelmuyden Kiese Norway
Internship. Autumn 2015-2016
GK is Scandinavia’s largest partner owned communications agency.
I worked on a variety of projects including, illustration; making
PowerPoint presentations; brochures; mail invitations; banners for
web and advertisement boards.

EDUCATION

Go to www.siljeolberg.no
to see the the full portfolio

Westerdals school of arts communication and technology
2012- 2015
Kingston University, London
Autumn 2014
Exchange student, Graphic design.
Sørumsand upper secondary school
2008- 2011
Media and communication with specialization in graphic design.

